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‘Closer to Home’ Partnership

- Partnership made up of 3 South Wales based Local Authorities, the local Health Board & 5 “not for profit” Support Providers
- Started in 2011
- Focus on reducing out of county & out of country placements
- Focus on non-institutionalised accommodation
- Onus on Positive Behavioral Support
- Currently working with a further two Welsh Health Boards
- Looking to replicate further throughout Wales
- Currently accessing ICF Funding (Welsh Government – Integrated Care funding)
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Design Features for Behaviours that Challenge Standard specification options

Low Surface Temperature Radiators

Enclosed TV Cabinet
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Standard specification options

Fixed Furniture
Secondary Glazing
Reflective Film
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Standard specification options

- Concealed Systems
- Reinforced WC Pans
- Concealed Pipework
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Isolation Valves  Coved Skirting  Specialist Paint
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Specialist Equipment

Hoists

Specialist Baths
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Specialist WC

Height Adjustable Wash Hand Basin
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Bespoke Options

Concealed Shower Unit

Quick Release Hose
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Soundproofing

Acoustic Floor Coverings
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Internal ramped Access
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Wheelchair accessible widened hallway and doors